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Introduction

The SH-2 has two high level variants – the chip executable and the library. Both variants of the
SH-2 use the Sensor Hub Transport Protocol (SHTP) to communicate with the host. See [1] for
details of SHTP. This document supplements the SH-2 Reference Manual [2] with details about
the SHTP advertisement response and channel usage.

1.1

Intended Audience

This document is intended for application developers implementing products that use the SH-2.

1.2

Scope

This document describes how the SH-2 uses the SHTP.

1.3

Revision History

Revision
1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0

Date
02/16/2017
12/14/2016
11/17/2016
07/13/2015
03/30/2015
02/25/2015

Description
Deleted unused reference.
Added legal notices.
Defined version tag format. Add Gyro-Rotation vector channel.
Add force-flush command/response.
Minor updates following implementation.
Initial issue

Figure 1: Document History
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Host Interrupt and Timestamps

The SH-2 uses the SHTP timestamping feature.

2.2

SH-2 Channel Usage

The SH-2 cargoes consist of predefined messages identified by report ID’s. See [2] for details of
these messages. To make message handling and identification easier the SH-2 uses certain
channels for specific purposes. The SH-2 channel usage is shown in Figure 2. The device
channel is used only on the chip executable variants.
Channel

N

N+1

N+2

N+3

N+4

Use
Device commands. The commands are one byte. The cargo for a
command is one byte. Sending multiple commands in one cargo is
not supported. The defined commands are:
0 – reserved
1 – reset
2 – on
3 – sleep
4-255 – reserved
Device responses. The responses are one byte. The cargo for a
response is one byte. Sending multiple responses in one cargo is not
supported. The defined responses are:
0 – reserved
1 – reset complete
2-255 – reserved
All reports sent to the hub. Each report is identified by its report ID.
Report lengths are fixed. Set feature reports are defined as report ID
= 0xFD followed by the feature report. The full feature report,
including its report ID as defined in [2], is sent. Get feature reports
are defined as: report ID = 0xFE followed by the ID of the feature
report to get. Force-flush reports are defined as: reportID=0xF0
followed by the ID of the sensor to be flushed.
All reports other than sensor data reports. Each report is identified by
a report ID. Report lengths are fixed. Get feature responses are
defined as: report ID = 0xF2 followed by the ID of the feature report
to get.
All other reports are sent as they are defined in [2].
Unused
Input reports. The cargo consists of one or more input reports. Each
report is identified by its report ID. Report lengths are fixed.
Unused
Input reports for wake sensors. The cargo consists of one or more
input reports. Each report is identified by its report ID. Report lengths
are fixed.
Unused
Gyro Rotation Vector data. The cargo consists exclusively of
compact Gyro + Rotation Vector reports. See [2] for report format.
Gyro + RV reports are sent one at a time: a single SHTP transfer will
never contain multiple Gyro + RV reports.

Name

Direction

Write

device

Read

Write
control

Read

Write
inputNormal

Read
Write

inputWake

Read
Write

inputGyroRv

Read

Figure 2: SH-2 Write Channel Usage
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Channel Advertisement

The SH-2 advertises the values listed in Figure 3.
Tag
1
8
6
9
1
8
6
9
6
8
7
9
6
9
0x80
0x81

Tag Name
GUID
AppName
NormalChannel
ChannelName
GUID
AppName
NormalChannel
ChannelName
NormalChannel
ChannelName
WakeChannel
ChannelName
NormalChannel
ChannelName
Version
Report Lengths

Value
1
executable
N
device
2
sensorhub
N+1
control
N+2
inputNormal
N+3
inputWake
N+4
inputGyroRv
Varies
Array of (report ID,
length) pairs

Figure 3: SH-2 Advertisement

The value for N may be selected at compile time or run time depending on the specific
implementation of SH-2.
The version tag uses the same format as the version tag used by SHTP [1].
The ReportLengths tag is provided to support compatibility between different versions of host
and sensor hub. The array provided consists of pairs of unsigned 8 bit integers, in (report ID,
length) order. Cargoes received from the hub may consist of multiple reports. The first byte will
always be a report ID, and the next report will start a fixed number of bytes after that (the length
indicated by the corresponding entry in ReportLengths). The length of a report always includes
the report ID itself, as well as the report contents.
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Notices

Information furnished by Hillcrest Laboratories, Inc. (Hillcrest) is believed to be accurate and
reliable. However, Hillcrest assumes no responsibility for its use, nor for any infringement of
patents or other rights of third parties that may result from its use.
Hillcrest reserves the right to make changes, corrections, modifications or improvements to this
document at any time without notice. Information in this document supersedes and replaces all
information previously supplied. Hillcrest makes no warranties, express or implied, regarding the
information contained in this document.
Information in this document is provided solely to enable the use of Hillcrest products. “Typical”
parameters provided by Hillcrest are not guaranteed, and can vary between applications and
over time.
The product is designed primarily for use in consumer electronics and has not been evaluated
for use in products or systems where failure or malfunction may result in personal injury, death,
severe property damage or environmental damage, such as aerospace, life saving, life
sustaining or military applications. Hillcrest assumes no liability for any claims or damages
arising from information contained in this document, or from the use of products and services
detailed herein. This exclusion includes, but is not limited to, claims or damages based on the
infringement of patents, trademarks, copyrights and/or any other intellectual property rights. The
product is provided by Hillcrest “As Is.” Hillcrest makes no representations or warranties
regarding the product express or implied, including without limitation any implied warranties as
to title, noninfringement, merchantability, or fitness for a particular purpose.
Freespace is a registered trademark of Hillcrest Laboratories, Inc. The Hillcrest Labs logo is a
trademark of Hillcrest Laboratories, Inc. All other trademarks and copyrights are the property of
their respective owners.
Third party notices are available on our website at: http://hillcrestlabs.com/legal/third-partyattributions/
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